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single cell gel electrophoresis assay
(SCGE, also known as comet assay)
• is an uncomplicated and sensitive technique for the detection of DNA 

damage at the level of the individual eukaryotic cell.

• It was first developed by Östling & Johansson in 1984 and later 
modified by Singh et al. in 1988.

• It has since increased in popularity as a standard technique for 
evaluation of DNA damage/repair, biomonitoring and genotoxicity
testing. 

• The term "comet" refers to the pattern of DNA migration through the 
electrophoresis gel, which often resembles a comet





• The comet assay (single-cell gel electrophoresis) is a simple method 
for measuring DNA strand breaks in eukaryotic cells.

• Cells embedded in agarose on a microscope slide are lysed with 
detergent and high salt to form nucleoids containing supercoiled 
loops of DNA linked to the nuclear matrix.

• Electrophoresis at high pH results in structures resembling comets, 
observed by fluorescence microscopy

• The intensity of the comet tail relative to the head reflects the 
number of DNA breaks.



• The concept underlying the SCGE assay is that undamaged DNA 
retains a highly organized association with matrix proteins in the 
nucleus. 

• When damaged, this organization is disrupted. The individual strands 
of DNA lose their compact structure and relax, expanding out of the 
cavity into the agarose. 

• When the electric field is applied the DNA, which has an overall 
negative charge, is drawn towards the positively charged anode. 

• Undamaged DNA strands are too large and do not leave the cavity, 
whereas the smaller the fragments, the farther they are free to move 
in a given period of time. 

• Therefore, the amount of DNA that leaves the cavity is a measure of 
the amount of DNA damage in the cell.



• The comet assay is a versatile technique for detecting damage and with 
adjustments to the protocol can be used to quantify the presence of a wide 
variety of DNA altering lesions (damage). 

• The damage usually detected are single strand breaks and double strand 
breaks. 

• It is sometimes stated that alkaline conditions and complete denaturating
of the DNA is necessary to detect single strand breaks. However this is not 
true, both single- and double strand breaks are also detected in neutral
conditions.

• In alkaline conditions, however, additional DNA structures are detected as 
DNA damage: AP sites (abasic sites missing either a pyrimidine or purine 
nucleotide) and sites where excision repair is taking place.



• The comet assay is an extremely sensitive DNA damage assay. 

• This sensitivity needs to be handled carefully as it is also vulnerable to 
physical changes which can affect the reproducibility of results.

• Essentially, anything that can cause DNA damage or denaturation 
except the factor(s) being researched is to be avoided.

• The most common form of the assay is the alkaline version 

• Due to its simple and inexpensive setup, it can be used in conditions 
where more complex assays are not available.



Comet Assay formats

1. Neutral Comet Assay:

the DNA is kept as double strands so that the assay is 
used to detect double-stranded breaks

2. alkaline Comet Assay:

is carried out at pH8 and a denaturing step is included so 
that both single and double-stranded breaks can be determined.







Applications

• These include genotoxicity testing, 

• human biomonitoring

• molecular epidemiology, 

• ecogenotoxicology, 

• fundamental research in DNA damage and repair.





Advantages 

• it is considered to be highly sensitive to DNA damage expressed as 
single strand breaks and alkali-labile sites, 

• it uses data from individual cells, 

• and few cells are required

• DNA damage can be measured in the absence of mitotic activity, and 
some reports on the use of the comet assay as a method to detect 
genotoxicity in organs without mitotic activity have recently been 
published







Stages

• Encapsulation

• Lysis

• Electrophoresis



Encapsulation

• A sample of cells, either derived from an in vitro cell culture or from an in vivo test 
subject is dispersed into individual cells and suspended in molten low-melting-point 
agarose at 37 °C. This mono-suspension is cast on a microscope slide. A glass cover slip 
is held at an angle and the mono-suspension applied to the point of contact between 
the coverslip and the slide. As the coverslip is lowered onto the slide the molten agarose 
spreads to form a thin layer. The agarose is gelled at 4 °C and the coverslip removed.

• The agarose forms a matrix of carbohydrate fibers that encapsulate the cells, anchoring
them in place. The agarose is considered to be osmotic-neutral, therefore solutions can 
penetrate the gel and affect the cells without cells shifting position.

• In an in vitro study the cells would be exposed to a test agent – typically UV light, 
ionising radiation, or a genotoxic chemical – to induce DNA damage in the encapsulated 
cells. For calibration, hydrogen peroxide is usually used to provide a standardized level 
of DNA damage.



Lysis
• The slides are then immersed in a solution that cause the cells to lyse. 

• The lysis solution often used in the comet assay consists of a highly concentrated 
aqueous salt (often, common table salt can be used) and a detergent (such as Triton X-
100 or sarcosinate). The pH of the lysis solution can be adjusted (usually between 
neutral and alkaline pH) depending upon the type of damage the researcher is 
investigating.

• The aqueous salt disrupts proteins and their bonding patterns within the cell as well as 
disrupting the RNA content of the cell. The detergent dissolves the cellular membranes. 
Through the action of the lysis solution the cells are destroyed. 

• All proteins, RNA, membranes and cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic constituents are 
disrupted and diffuse into the agarose matrix. Only the DNA of the cell remains, and 
unravels to fill the cavity in the agarose that the whole cell formerly filled. This structure 
is called nucleoid (a general term for a structure in which DNA is concentrated).



• Under alkaline (pH >13) conditions, the assay can detect single and double-
stranded breaks, incomplete repair sites, alkali-labile sites, and also possibly both 
DNA–protein and DNA–DNA cross-links, in virtually any eukaryotic cell population 
that can be obtained as a single cell suspension

• Base adducts and alkylated bases induced in cells develop into SSBs and/or alkali-
labile sites that can be detected by the comet assay through repairing events.

• The importance is that this assay can detect SSBs as initial lesions and repair 
intermediates but not initial DNA lesions such as base adducts directly. Therefore, 
to interpret the outcomes of this assay adequately, it is important to understand 
how the repair system affects its detecting power and what it can detect. 

• Initial DNA lesions are defined as DNA lesions, such as SSBs, alkylated bases, base 
adducts, and pyramiding dimmers that are produced directly by the reaction 
between mutagens and DNA. 

• SSBs that generated during the repairing process of initial lesions, such as 
alkylated bases, base adducts, and pyramiding dimmers, are considered to be 
secondary lesions.





Electrophoresis

• After lysis of the cells (typically 1 to 2 hours at 4 °C) the slides are washed in distilled 

water to remove all salts and immersed in a second solution – an electrophoresis 

solution. Again this solution can have its pH adjusted depending upon the type of 

damage that is being investigated.

• The slides are left for ~20 minutes in the electrophoresis solution prior to an electric 

field being applied. In alkaline conditions the DNA double helix is denatured and the 

nucleoid becomes single stranded.

• An electric field is applied (typically 1 V/cm) for ~20 minutes. 



• The slides are then neutralized to pH 7, stained with a DNA-specific 
fluorescent stain and analyzed using a microscope with an attached 
CCD (charge-coupled device – essentially a digital camera) that is 
connected to a computer with image analysis software.





Reference standard 

• Reference standard cells are normally set in gels in parallel to sample 
gels. 

• Internal standards—i.e., standard cells in the same gel as sample 
cells—would be ideal; but it is of course essential to be able to 
distinguish the two types of cell. Fish cells that are either larger or 
smaller in genome size compared to human cells have successfully 
been adopted for this purpose. 

• These reference cells can be used in combination with a standard or 
calibration curve (established with cells given different doses of 
ionizing radiation), enabling a more precise quantification of DNA 
lesions expressed as a DNA break frequency rather than % tail DNA.



what can we hope for in the next 30 years? 

 Acceptance of the in vitro comet assay for genotoxicity testing, 
inexpensive automated comet scoring to save researchers from 
interminable microscope viewing, protocol standardization 
(perhaps) and reliable internal reference standards, more human 
biomonitoring studies of DNA repair (accepting that phenotypic 
assays have an important place alongside genomics and 
transcriptomics), environmental monitoring using a variety of animal 
and plant species; and many more unpredictable developments and 
applications.





CometAssay® Lysis Solution
CometAssay® LMAgarose
200 mM EDTA, pH 10

CometSlides™  (20 Well, 2 Slides)





• Human  blood  cells  are  particularly  useful  for  biomonitoring purposes as  they  are  easily  acquired.  

• Most  studies  use  fresh whole-blood cells or isolated leukocytes or lymphocytes. They cannot  be  
regarded  as  typical  somatic  cells  but  because  they circulate in the body, their cellular, nuclear and 
metabolic state(including   DNA)   reflects   overall   body   exposure. 

• the   influence   of cryopreservation  on  endogenous  and  induced  DNA  strand breakage,  oxidized  
purines,  oxidized  pyrimidines and  mis-incorporated   uracil,   antioxidant   capacity   and   DNA   repair 
capability  in  human  peripheral  blood  lymphocytes.  

• Freezing did not increase endogenous levels of DNA damage in freshly isolated  human  lymphocytes.  

• freezing lymphocytes slowly in cell culture medium(minimal essential medium (MEM) or Roswell Park 
Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium) with 10% foetal bovine serum and10%  dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO,  
a  common  cryoprotectant)and keeping them at -80°C 

• protocol for the evaluation of DNA damage in frozen whole blood. The total blood sample was mixed with 
an equal volume of medium containing 20%DMSO, and then stored at -80°C. There were no differences in 
DNA strand breaks between fresh and frozen blood. Though differences  in  the  level  of  DNA  damage  
between  fresh  and frozen  samples  of  blood  cells  may  be  observed,  they  are generally  slight  and  
consistent,  and  the  use  of  frozen  white blood  cells  (or  whole  blood)  has  logistic  advantages  when 
numerous  samples  are  collected  in  a  short  time,  as  in  many biomonitoring studies. 





• There follows a checklist to help in planning a biomonitoring study  with  
the  comet  assay (e.g.  monitoring  populations  for effects   of   exposure   
to   a   genotoxic agent   or   effects   of differences in diet or lifestyle or 
age; also intervention studies, e.g.  with  dietary  constituents).  We  
assume  that  the  samples consist  of  lymphocytes  (the  usual  
biomonitoring material  for the comet assay).

1. Make  sure  you  have  sufficient  subjects in  the  study  to obtain  
statistically  meaningful  results;  carry  out  a  ‘power calculation’.

2. Include   a   control group   of   subjects,   i.e.   unexposed   or untreated  
or  taking  a  placebo  (according  to  the  type  of study).

3. Always obtain ethical approval.

4. Sampling of subjects should be performed in the same way throughout 
the study.

5. Be  aware  of  the  possibility  of  ‘seasonal  effects’;  collect samples from 
controls and exposed/treated at the same time, rather than in 
consecutive phases. 



• Include  a  negative  control  (e.g.  untreated  lymphocytes)  in each comet 
assay experiment. Preferably, these cells should be frozen aliquots from a 
single collection of lymphocytes. 

• Include  a  positive  control  (e.g.  lymphocytes  treated  with H2O2)  in  
each  comet  assay  experiment.  Preferably,  these cells  should  be  from  a  
single  collection  of  lymphocytes, treated with the damaging agent and 
then frozen.

• Ensure that comet scoring is done ‘blind’.

• When  analyzing  results  in  terms  of  the  overall  effect  of exposure or 
treatment, it is the overall comet score for each subject/sample that 
counts—not the values for all the comets scored (which would give a 
misleading view of variation).


















